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Chapter 1 : Find NASCAR Diecast Values & Prices in the RCCA Catalog
-- Full-color photos and values of the Wonder Boy's die-cast collectibles-- Secondary market values for his trading
cards-- Career highlights and a detailed biography-- Features on other Jeff Gordon collectibles.

The first series of knives were etched on the back side of the blade in a grayish color. I consider these 25
knives priceless. Almost nine years passed before another knife series was even considered. What did a knife
have to do with a race car anyway? I asked that same question when the airplane banks came out. Watch the
planes, later they will be priceless. In , three men in Dawsonville, Ga joined together to do a small series
regarding their hero, Bill Elliott. Without a clue on how this series would sell, they used all of the money they
could muster up. They knew the knife series had to be paid for, but would it sell? Bill Elliott was a very
popular driver in the Dawsonville area. Even today, being popular is very important if you want to sell a
series. They used a simple wooden box, no computer engraving, just printing in black on the top of the box:
They used a plastic inlay covered with a brown synthetic felt. In the middle was a Case burnt jig bone trapper
knife, resting in a pre-molded pattern with both knife blades open. The etchings on the blades were, for the
first time, in color. This series had no authenticity sheet. I have been told the whole knife series sold out in just
two days. Today, the series is worth whatever you can convince some one to sell it for. At the same time, a
Frost series was done to honor Bill Elliott, using lockback knives, in a separate gift box. It is called the
"Million Dollar Bill" set. A celebration of the date bill won his first million. There has been a lot of racing
knives series done since the first Elliott. The Petty collection has more dedicated collectors then any other set
listed in the price guide. Good records were kept by the author and when the Blue Bone knife was released,
the red bone knife collectors were notified. Many collectors agreed to purchase their number and the knife was
matched to as many as possible. Again, only of the Petty red bone knives were made. The demand was so
great that blue bone Petty knives were made and sold. It is obvious that all of the blue bone knife owners have
matching numbers. The "Legend" set is one of my favorites. When all of the Legend sets were completed,
there was 32 big Coke knives left over. What do you do with 32 extra etched knives? They simply added
crossed racing flags to the bolster, changed the box completely and added a new authenticity sheet. I took two
of the 32 knives with me when I went to Level Cross to see Richard. We discussed the set and while he was
talking, he signed the authenticity sheet the only place on a knife set a driver should sign his autograph. The
final knife in the "Petty" series was the "Tribute to a Legend". They made of this series and added the famous
Petty silver coin. All of the Petty series, minus the King, used velvet material for the knife resting place in the
box. The Tribute knife was also etched on the bolster and no paint was applied to the etched blade. The
handles were made of imitation Ivory real ivory is illegal , placed on a Case big coke knife pattern. The
handles were a scrimshawed-artist hand painted picture of the 43 crossing the final finish line. All of this was
placed in a walnut gift box with a tour inlay secured to the top of the lid. Of all of the driver knife series, I
consider the Petty, red bone, blue bone, Legend, The King, and the Tribute collection the best. To have all of
the Petty series with matching numbers is awesome. Several knife series are still not finished. The idea is to
make several hundred, sell that part out and make more as orders continue to come in. If the series stops
selling, then you are safe and will not loose a lot of money. They would simply go to another project. When
Davey was killed in the copter accident, his rookie knife had stopped at out of total. That left out of the series
yet to be completed. Did they finish the Davey Rookie series? You Better believe they did. After the death of
Neil Bonnett, research showed that the "Alabama Gang" knife series, commissioned in , had only sold out of
the authorized. Again, that series was quickly finished and sold out almost immediately. A special note
regarding the accident of Ernie Irvan. The first were completed using the 4 car number on the box and blades.
A decision was made to complete the second part of the series, but using a different Case trapper pattern. A
Case brown jig trapper SSP knife was used. The box was changed and any reference to the 4 car or just the 4
was dropped from the knife, box and authenticity sheet. This is really two completely different series. They
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match only in title and therefore are totally different. The appraisal guide will show two different series. The
first knives, using the 4 car, were serial numbered under The second brown jig pattern knife of the "Natural
Born Driver" series was serial number up to If you can see both of these knives together, you would have to
agree that it is a totally different set. That happened with the "Handsome Harry", made set. One set turned into
two sets because they ran out of the first knife pattern and finished off with a burnt jig bone knife. Unlike the
Irvan series, there was two different authenticities with two different totals. Anyway, back to Ernie. A true
collector will want both sets of the "Natural Born Driver", with the first being much more valuable. In late , a
contract was signed that would dwarf any knife contract in racing today. The "20th Anniversary Mint Set", a
coalition of 21 knives, was placed in a solid Cherry cabinet with a pull out drawer. Several of the knife
patterns was a "first time" for Case knife. To my knowledge that was the only time a double blade Coke knife
has ever been used. To collect the series, you had to buy two knives per month. The series sold near or about
sets out of the contracted. In , some of the knives that were already itched, but not placed in the cherry wood
cabinet, as sets, were sold as single knives. Give the completed series some time, and it will go up even higher
than the appraised value. As for the single knives from the 20th Anniversary set, they will be a racing knife
without a box, of no value, except to the owner and I hope they were not serial numbered. If you have the full
set, keep it. It is a good investment. The price guide will not show the single knives. Climate control around
this set is a must. The 20th Anniversary Mint set was accompanied by a private made Case big coke series,
"20th Anniversary" knife, each serial numbered and placed in a walnut box with no authenticity sheet. These
were never intended for retail purpose. They were meant just for gifts to special friends of Winston Motor
Sports. I have seen this series and to see one is something else, to own one is awesome. Several knife
collections were completed as special gifts. Robert never intended to sell any of the knives. Only 59 were done
regarding the 59 Alliance car. Robert gave his team members each a knife, then four sets of the knives were
given to each of the four Alliance schools. Although I wanted to, I never opened the factory-sealed box. Here
is another limited series to watch out for. I considered this one to be worth a lot of money. This one is very
hard to find. Limited to say the least, these knives are a series of rookie and championship knives limited to
only made of each one. This knife series drew little attention when they were first released. Today, they have
taken the center stage as far as I am concern. All of the authenticity sheets were signed. I consider the knives
to be their "Rookie Knife".
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Chapter 2 : The 'Young' World of NASCAR Collectibles as seen in Antique Shoppe Newspaper
Jeff Gordon Collector's Value Guide [CheckerBee Publishing] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
This Collector's Value Guide to the popular NASCAR driver includes full-color photos and values for the Wonder Boy's
die-cast collectibles.

Additionally, the market value of your entire collection is displayed in your Garage. Add a new diecast into
your garage, and your collection value is updated accordingly. Our diecast price guide is recognized as the
most accurate diecast price guide available on line or in print. Join over 25, other Diecast Registry members to
have more fun with the hobby, and to become a smarter collector at the same time. Visit the membership
options page to learn more about joining Diecast Registry. What a great site!!! Kristen F I am amazed with
your site and at your fast response to questions. Gary R Very nice website!! Manâ€¦ Beautifulâ€¦ Wonderfulâ€¦
I am finally able to find helpful information. This diecast will include all of the exciting features offered by
Diecast Registry. Todays featured diecast is: Jeff Gordon Winners Circle 1: View the most complete and
accurate racing diecast production list to determine exactly which diecast you own, and add those diecast to
your Garage. Within your Garage, you can upload photos and add additional information about each diecast in
your diecast collection. Additionally, you can now view and track the total value of your diecast collection.
Updated weekly, the DCR diecast price guide is the 1 diecast price guide available online or in print.
Advanced analytics are also available, including a trend chart to see if the value of a diecast is increasing or
decreasing. How much does the value of a 1: For the first time ever, diecast collectors can find the answers to
these questions in the DCR autograph guide. Additionally, the FREE bronze membership allows buyers to
shop for and make their next diecast purchase. Best of all, there are no listing fees or commissions to buy or
sell diecast on DCR. Which driver is the most popular as determined by the total number of diecast collectors
have registered in our database? Register the diecast in your collection today.
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Chapter 3 : Top 10 Jeff Gordon Cards
NASCAR Die-Cast Collectibles: Collector's Value Guide (Collector's Value Guides) [Jeff Mahony] on racedaydvl.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The thrilling world of NASCAR racing is captured in the Collector's Value Guide!

Moreover such events produced a world of collectibles. Generally speaking it extends from infant clothing and
collector plates to crew shirts and throw blankets. A collector can also find a wrist watch paying tribute to a
favorite driver, or a similarly focused neon sign. There are also decals, pins, and patches. Much of the
so-called older NASCAR material is paper-related including pocket schedules, types of posters, calendars,
annual guides, and tickets. The treasures may include postcard featuring the legendary Fonty Flock or a
program depicting the remarkable Lee Petty. One such example was recently sold at a leading auction house in
New York City. Two Maxx race trading cards Later on marketing experts expanded that world to include
most everything from breakfast cereal to soft drinks. As early as the s Racing Pictorial Magazine began
producing their own specialized postcards of notable drivers. Such shirts were distinctive with red and white
stripes and blue background reminiscent of the American flag. A single name was embroidered in white thread
on the front, along with an STP patch on the pocket. It has been reported that STP had to borrow such a crew
shirt years later in an effort to re-create similar items for their 25th anniversary. Dale Earhardt worn race
helmet used during his final season. Wallace was the Winston Cup Rookie of the Year and later in the s a
champion of champions. Manufacturers extending from giants like Coca Cola and Pepsi to regional bottlers
like Sun Drop were offering a cool soft drink to the crowds at racing events. Presently a leading racing
collectibles guide cites a green colored six-bottle series from Sun Drop which honors the late Dale Earnhardt
as "the most coveted series of drink bottles" in the field of NASCAR collectibles. Breakfast cereal boxes were
even bigger during that grand decade. Although they are collected in folded form or virtually unopened,
condition is always very important. Milk and sugar stains are not acceptable. Elsewhere Toy Biz, for example,
provided action figures of Bill Elliott, Dale Jarrett, Mark Martin and others in different sizes from 5 inches to
12 inches tall. Items directly connected with the late Dale Earnhardt; including helmets, signed-programs,
Goodyear Eagle racing tires, and even an Earnhardt signed baseball have all brought considerable premiums at
shows, shops, and auctions. Included are bean bag racers, cards, cereal boxes, clocks, comic books, decanters,
figures, knives, porcelain cars, statues, steins, ornaments, medallions, and much more. If you have any
questions, you can Email us at antshoppe aol.
Chapter 4 : Jeff Gordon Collectibles - Jeff Gordon Collectible and Memorabilia Shop
Free diecast car value guide. See the worth of Nascar diecast collectibles, general racing, plus street car diecast old or
new. Action, Team Caliber, Racing Champions.

Chapter 5 : Updated Beanie Babies Price Guide â€“ Love My Beanies
If you are searched for the ebook NASCAR Die-Cast Collectibles: Collector's Value Guide (Collector's Value Guides) in
pdf form, in that case you come on to loyal website.

Chapter 6 : racedaydvl.com Guide | collectible racing plus street cars
racedaydvl.com This is the summary of NASCAR Die-Cast Collectibles: Collectors Value Guide (Collectors Value
Guides) by Jeff Mahony.

Chapter 7 : NASCAR Collectibles, Collectibles & Memorabilia | NASCAR Shop
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Free diecast car value guide. See the worth of Nascar diecast collectibles, general racing, plus street car diecast old or
new. Jeff Gordon Dupont/Jurassic Park.

Chapter 8 : Brookfield Beat - Diecast Registry The #1 Racing NASCAR Diecast Price Guide Diecast Value
Diecast Registry TM is the most trusted and most complete source for racing diecast information and diecast collection
management tools. Our diecast price guide is recognized as the most accurate diecast price guide available on line or in
print.

Chapter 9 : Diecast Registry the #1 Racing NASCAR Diecast Price Guide Diecast Value Guide
Learn more about the Sportlots Racing Card Values Guide. Jeff Gordon Racing Trading Card Values. Pinnacle Racer's
Choice Speedway Collection #9 Jeff Gordon.
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